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of a horizontal shell of boiler plate, from 7 feet to 12 feet in diameter, about 
two-thirds full of water, just below the surface of which are long oval pipes, 
whose lower sides are perforated with holes. The exhaust steam enters 
these pipes and bubbles upwards through the water, which absorba the excess 
of both sensible and latent heat contsined in the steam, the whole mass of 
water rising steadily in temperature, and the steam above it in both tempera
ture and pressure, so long as the supply from the engines exceeds that tsken 

by the turbines. 
But the temperature at which water boils depends upon the pressure 

of the steam above it, a particular boiling point corresponding to every 
pressure. Consequently, when the supply of steam from the engines ceases, 
or is insufficient to maintsin the supply to the turbines, so that the pressure 
above the water begins to fall, sorne of the water instsntly boils ofi into 
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steam, the supply of heat necessary to efiect the change of stste from water 
to steam being provided by the surplus heat in tbe water over and above 
that corresponding to the pressure. 

In this way the irregular and intermittent gusts of the exhaust from 
the engines are transformed into a steady flow for use in the turbine, the 
pr~s~e &tadually rising _and falling very slightly with the supply. The 
var1at10n m temperature 1s usually from 5º to 7° F., and in pressure from 
2 to 2½ lbs. per square inch only. Seeing that water at the temperatures 
~mployed occupies only nk to rtozy of the volume of the steam formed from 
1t, storage of heat in the water is possible, while storing of the steam itself 
would be impracticable. 

The length of time during which the turbine can be kept running after 
the supply of exhaust steam ceases dependa upon the quantity of water 
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which the accumulator contains, and is determined by considerations of 
first cost. Where severa! engines exhaust to one accumulator they are not 
likely to be ali stopped or reversed simultaneously, and the problem is sim
plified. Provided the total cessation of supply does not exceed 45 seco~ds, 
50 tons of water will suffice to supply a turbine which consumes 37,000 lbs. 
()f steam per hour. In practice sufficient water is usually provided to allow 
for stoppages of from ½ to 2½ minutes. 

In fig. 430 the exhaust steam actually measured as flowing from each 
·engine working in a rail mili is shown separately, and in the curve, A, below 
the combined exhaust from all four engines together, which at sorne momen~ 
is practically nothing, and at other moments at the rate of over 300 lbs. 
weight per second. A mean line ruawn through the crests and hollows of 
these waves gives 80 lbs. per second as the mean flow. In addition to these 
momentary · variations, there is in the particular instance illustrated a 
gradual rise and fall having a perio'1 o{ about, one minute, as shown by the 
irregular line at the foot of the diagrarn, which sets forth what is at every 
instant the surplus of supply over demand. '.i'o enable the accumulator re
<:eiving this variable flow to deliver a fairly regular supply to the turbine, 
without allowing any of the steam to pass to waste, the accumulator must 
be large enough to absorb and give out again once in every minute all the 
.heat contained in over a ton weight of exhaust steam, which means that 
the accumulator must contain over 80 tons of water. 

Fig. 429 shows the most recent form of Rateau accumulator, whic-h is 
provided with a back pressure valve in the exhaust pipe to prevent any 
possibility of the engines sucking the water back into their éylinders if 
they continued to run after steam from the boiler is shut off; an escape 
valve, to allow of an escape of any excess of steam ; water float and overflow 
valve, to maintain a constant level of water; and baffle plates, to ensure 
thorough circulation of the water, and to prevent it finding its way into the 
turbines along with the steam. 

Plate xxxiii. shows the installation of exhaust turbines at the Hallside 
Steel Works of the Steel Company of Scotland, fig. 431 being an elevation, 
fig. 432 a ground plan, and figs. 433 and 434 cross-sections of the buildings. 
'This plant deals with about 40,000 lbs. of exhaust steam per hour, corisisting 
-0f the exhaust from the cogging mili engine, finishing engine, two small 
1lngines, and two steam hammers. There is provision for admitting live steam 
in the event of the large engines having to stand for any length of time. 
-The turbines are of the Rateau impulse type, and the electric generators 
by Siemens Brothers, Ltd., supply direct current. 

Mixed Pressure Turbines.-When the period of total cessation in 
-the supply of the exhaust steam exceeds ½ to 2½ minutes, according to 
the size of the unit, the period is bridged over by taking live steam from 
the boilers. This may be done either by passing this steam through a reducing 
-valve direct into the exhaust turbine, or by admitting it first to a high pressure 
turbine, usually coupled to the same spindle as the exhaust turbine, and 
exhausting into it. The latter arrangement is rather more expensive in first 
.cost, but more economical in steam consumption. An exhaust turbine 
which would consume 35 lbs. of. exhaust steam per electrical horse-power 
per hour would require 33 lbs. of live steam at 140 lbs. pressure expanded 
in a reducing valve to the usual exhaust pressure, or 19 lbs. if expanded in 
a bigh-pressure turbine to the same pressure, and thence discharged into 
the exhaust turbine, assuming the vacuum to be not less than 27·5 inches 
·with the barometer at 30 inches. By means of suitable arrangements of 
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valves controlled by the governor, the turbine can be run by exhaust 
steam only whenever the supply of that alone is sufficient for the purpose, 
drawing on the live steam to make up a portion or even the whole of any 
deficiency in the supply of the exhaust from the engines. 

Economy due to the Use of Exhaust Turbines.-The additionaI 
power obtainable from the exhaust steam cannot very well be applied directly 
to driving rolls, beca.use the speed at which the blades of the turbine must 
travel necessitates the spindle of the turbine making from 1,500 to 3,000-
revolutions per minute, if the size of the turbine is to be kept within practical 
limits. This speed, while scarcely suitable for driving a mill, is very well 
suited for driving electric generators, and the current prodnced is easily 
distributed to small electric motors for driving live rollers, shears, cranes, and 
other subsidiary machinery originally driven by small steam engines. The 
distribution of steam, through long ranges of steam pipes, to these smal\ 
engines scattered about a works involves serious loss by condensation, and 
much trouble to keep steam pipes and engines in decent repair. Moreover, the
small engines use such fabulous quantities of steam-40 to 60 lbs. per horse
power when new, rising to four or five times as much when worn-as to have
caused their replacement by electric mot-0rs in many works, even when a 
central electric generating station bad to be put down expressly to drive 
them. When the current can be generated from exhaust steam there can• 
be no question as to the economy of replacing small steam engines by electric 

motors. Though the speed of revolution of a turbine would seem unsuitable for-
driving a rolling mili, yet there is at the Calderbank Steel Works a 28-inch 
three-high pla.te mili of the Lauth type, driven by a Parsons' exhaust 
turbine of 750 R.P., worked by the steam exhausted from engines which 
are driving other mills. The mili is coupled directly to a shaft carrying 
a fl.ywheel 23 feet in diameter, weighing, with its sbaft, nearly 100 tons. 
The speed of the turbine, which makes 2,000 revolutions per minute, is 
reduced to that of the mili in two steps, the intermedia.te shaft running at 
375 revolutions per minute. The gearing is steel with machine-cut, double-
helical teeth lubricated by jets of oil under pressure. 

This mill will roll down 30 slabs per hour, and produce plates up to 
6 feet wide by 60 feet long, down to -h inch thick. Occasionally as much 
as 4,000 to 5,000 R.P. has momentarily been absorbed by the rolls. The
combination seems to have given every satisfaction. 

The quantity of power obtainable rrom exhaust steam is considerable, 
and in practice may range between 50 and 90 per cent. of that given out by 
the engines from which the exhaust steam is obtained, according to the
economy with which such engines are working. In certain extreme cases, 
where engines, being too small, are so overloaded that they cannot expand 
the high-pressure steam appreciably, and must discharge it at half the
pressure at which they receive it, the turbines could actually develop more· 
power than the engines whose exhaust steam was employed to drive them. 

In any case passing t]ie exhaust steam from reversing engines through 
an exhaust turbine on its way to a condenser affords far more power than 
passing the same steam to the condenser direct, which only adds from 15 
to at most 20 per cent. to the power exerted by the engines, depending on 
the circumstances under which they are working. 

The piston engine can best utilise that portion of the heat contained iri 
. steam at high pressures, but, owing to the loss involved by alterna.te heat_ing

and cooling of the cylinder, cannot economically employ that at low pressures~ 
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where a small fall in pressure is accom . 
~nd the s~plus heat has then to b~a:ed by great v~riation in temperature 
~ the turbme, which is handica d ro~vn away m the condenser But 
"t of the blades, whkh must J'!.''t,,:!bh'J,1 P•~•ur!"' by _lealrage p;,t tbe 
t el~ow IS m one direction only so that th e ca~mg m wh1ch they revolve 
~oo mg, and the steam passes t~ou ere is _no alterna.te heatin and 
:Í, • nmtter_ of comps,&tively Jithle .:::.:~r•\: lugb speed tMt its v!Jume 

b 

e expanston to the utmost limit in th . consequentl~pays to carrv 
est use of the heat contained in steame case of the turbine, ~hich makes 

v?ry dependent upon the degree of v at l_ow pressure, and IS, therefore 
d1ff~rence ¡~ the vacuum, which wouldacuum t the co~denser, a very slight 
englme, havmg a most detrimental effec:c~r~iy be felt m the case of a piston 

n these days when the Steel Wo m e case of a turbine. 
supply them with molten pig for use in ~ts iepend upon the blast furnaces to 
the two departments have becom , e esseme~ and open hearth furnaces 
~~~ce gas is sometimes used to :e!~ :ut~a!t mt~r~ependent that blast 
w 10 return the exhaust steam to work : o~ ers dr1vmg the rolling mills 
furnaces. The development is . urbme blowers to drive the blast 
extend; but the details of blas:_;ery llllpor_tant one, which is likely to 
-0f the present work. rnace eqmpment are outside the scope 

. Economy due to Compound· 
JS ~;~ _about 60 lbs. on the squar~ni!~h :ht1:1 the boiler pressure employed 
or m non-condensing engines so e case of condensina engines 
~team more than fourfold, there is co:~-1º ,m;ke it advisable to e~pand th; 

y _the use of compound en ines in w . t era le furt~er economy obtainable 
;~mder,_ an~ then passed i!to a larg::C:)!~ steamdJS fiilrst expanded in one 

.. e savmg m fuel due to coro ound· . er, an st 1 further expanded 
w11l generally be from 20 to 3b mg m the case of a condensing eng· • 
15 to 20 per cent. With b ·1 per cent., and in a non-condensing ~e 
~ondensi.n~ e~gine, in whic~ e;hr::~~:s _of over 150 lbs. a triple-exp:::: 
m s~ccess10~, m_ay be used with advantaIS p~ssed throug~ t~ree cylinders 
run m one d1rect10n onlv The t . 1 ge .'" hen the engme IS iequired to 
~i¡h6~:s1.b' will use ab~~t 17 pe;l~e~~o~~:%:gtrgine, with a boiler pressure 

s. pressure.* an ª compound condensing 

The economy of the multi l . 
stea~ from the boiler is admiit:de~~f ns1on engine is ~ue to the fact that 
~nd is then expanded fur.ther th y to the sm~ll high-pressure cylinde 
the power obtainable from the ;iu~h the succeedmg cylinders. This limi~ 

~!g:ea~ wthhich the small high-p~
1
:S:u~: \:~~t~an be got fro~ the volume 

e o e same average owe • er can contam. A siro le 
the _same size as the large 10!- re:s:_.ould ~ave one large cylinder, nea~l 
eng:e, br tbe ste&m would be !ut off :,:r)~d:Í, of the compound o, tripl: 
con mue in that cylinder ; and merely b m . ~ stroke, and the expan.sion y g1vmg a later cut-off and so 

* It should b ¡ ¡ ' to the sa.vin . e e ear y un~erstood that in the state 
of steam deJv:Jte;~ obtamable by using it in vario~:O:e:~ie on PP· 678 to 687, as 
and is for engines runnin~so~~bly drly _condition at the st.op-valv:•o11? the _net~ w~ight 
be always eva orated . on In:uous y m the sa.me direction M e engme is g1ven, 
between the b~ilers anm the_boilers, to make up for that which ?re water tha~ this must 
of the pipes and the Í eng¡nes, the a11;1ount of which will var 18 conde~sed m the pipes 
this and similar causes wT~e of p:;_otectiúD they are afforded afa:ºtrurag to the length 
and form a con t t e mue the sa.me, whether the • 

8 
co · Lo$Ses from 

of, nor must it b:n source of loss, indefinite in extent engu:ies are running or standing 
engine is reversed. forgotten that there is inevitably so~e w!:,h must not be los~ sight m wasted every tune an 
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admítting steam at full boile: pr~ssure_for_th~!¡~Je~t: ~~ t~/!:~:}~! 
power obtainable from the '!_1mp e engme IS . While th~ simple engine, 
steam wbich t~is large cyhnder can_ con:t~normouslv in ability to meet 
therefore loses ID economy of stea?"-, it ga . T·he ability to meet 

d' d d f great mcrease m power. . 
any sud en eman . or a . t nce in the case of an engine runnmg 
this sudden demand IS of less impor a . 1 t t that given out in 

. a· t· where power equ1va en o 
continuously m. one irec io~ f th n ine can be stored in the fl.ywheel 
from 4 to 8 complete rev_olut1?ns d~ma:d e :ut it is absolutely essential in a 
to meet sudden fl.uct~at1onshl:° t 'that several of the early compound 

• · e It is on t 1S accoun . h 
reversmg en~m . . . a·a not give satisfaction, and m more t an 
non-condensmg reversmg engmes i . 1 ines 
one case have been either ~ltered/°, or :::¡~ ª:t ::epc~~:ence~ent of its 

The ¡iressure on the p1Ston o an ~nº b 'u but if steam is cut off at. 
stroke, pra~tíca~ly that t 1he 

st
~:~ mr::S:re°w~ch, towards the end of ~he 

an early_ pomt, it :p:: t~a:':e pre!ure available for starting the e!-lgme 
stroke, is very lo ' . h t than the mean pressure on the p1Ston. 
from a state of rest_ is mue gr~a i: which the cut-off in all cylinders must 
In a compound engme, ho~eve ' . 1 n ine the initial pressure on each 
n~tural~y occ~r later tha\m ~h~r:;.:r:geg th~t the engine starts ~uch less 
p1Ston is so Thttle ~re~¡~ ~:f~ct starting valves have been ~omet1mes pro
promptly. ? cure f t m from the boiler direct on to the 
vided to adm1~ the full pressure aº s ~a This involves additional levers 
low-pressu_re p1Stons aºf1 comlpoun /f1gy1::~ects the sluagishness in starting, 
for the driver to han e, on y par ia . f t º 

· the consumpt10n o s eam. 
,and to sorne extent mcrease~ th ttle valve is now placed between the· 

To avoid these inconv~mencesba ~Ych the steam escaping from the high-· 
high- and lo~v-pressure cyJmt~rs, X :f the run, when the power required is 
pressure cylmders towar _s h! ::ceiver between the high- and low~pressure 
least, may be stored_ ~p m t . essure on the low-pressure pIStons to 
cylinders, ~hus pr?v1dmg ~u:~~~~a:. arrangement secures the .same result 
ensure _rap1d startmg. Th linders with a variable expansion gea:· In 
by fittmg the low-pressure cy 1 f r banking up the pressure m the 
either case the :ºª ac~uating 

1
t~e t:ªt;: h~ndle working tb.e throttle valve of 

low-pressure cylmder~ d coup ! b th being worked by one lever their move
the high-press~ri cyt -~~' ª:erta: deo-ree of mutual telation to each other. 
ments are carr1e ou w1 ~ , tandem compound-reversinir engines have 

Messrs. Ehrhardt & S~ me~ s 1. h and low-pressure cylfuders attached 
the pistan valves controllmg t _e ig - the same link motion, but the ~team 

!~~!sfi:;o;~:1 :::
1
~fr•w~;~~~~\~Vp1;!:~r:r:;~J~!~r!t~:~~; p:~~~:~~ 

to cut off the steam º1:° e · e is linked up. Thus steam 
it to the 1:igh-pressu!e cyl1~ders, ~t:nc;ft=d:~f:nd the engines slowed d?wn . 
is stored m the receiver e ween h hion 'of steam opposing the h1gh
towards t~e end of the run by te:mc: stored providing a good press~re 
pressure p1stons, the ':olumetof stat t the engines promptly in the oppos1te 
on the low-pressure p1stons o s r 
directio1;l immediately ttey ;,rt re;er:d~ressures now available, particula:lY 

Havmg regard to t e ig s eaom ound reversina engines, fitted w1th 
where condensers are employed, e tl.P d bove ha;e a better chance of 

e such arrangements as are ou . me a ' . 
:~:ful employment in_the fu~re than !~:ª:;eh~~:i;

1
~;::ttes to instal 

Comyou~d rev~rsml gl ent~:ih:yº ha.ve three high- and three low-ptessure 
and mamtam, part1cu ar y w 
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cylinders, as ha.ve sorne Continental engines, and the simple three-cylinder 
engine supplying an exhaust turbine is so simple, cheap, easily handled, 
and economical an arrangement, that compound-reversing engines are not 
Jikely to be much used in the future in this country. 

Handling Reversing Engines.-When first reversed, an engine needs 
ali the steam that can be thrown against it to pull it up prompt]y, start it 
running in the opposite direction, and supply the acceleration necessary to 
get quickly up to its full speed, but this once attained the supply of steam 
must insfantly be reduced in sorne way or the engine will run away, and 
towards the end of the run must be shut off almost entirely. The driver, 
who holds the reversing lever in his right hand, and adjusts the throttle 
valve with his left, can control the power and speed either by reducing the 
initial pressure with the throttle valve, keeping the cut-off constant, or by 
Jinking up tl;i.e reversing gear, so cutting off the steam earlier in the stroke, 
but keeping the initial pressure constant, or by a combination of both methods. 

Reducing power by the link motion, whén running at light powers anq, 
high speeds, is much the best for two reasons. First, high initial pressurll 
and an early cut-off reduce the consumption of steam during the high-speed 
Jight-power period of running by nearly one-half; and secondly, by linking 
up the reversing gear the exhaust port is closed earlier and earlier in the stroke 
as the speed increases, confining more and more steam in the cylinder, so 
forming a steadily increasing cushion whetewith to bring the reciprocating 
masses quietly to rest, materially reducing shocks and wear and tear. The 
ordinary reversing gear is an admirable contrivance for doing this. ' 

Drivers p.o not appreciate a method of working which requires constant 
independent adjustment of both levers, and are apt to regulate the speed 
with the throttle only, and use the link motion merely for reversing. To 
meet tbis difficulty, Messrs. Davy Bros. and Mr. E. Crowe couple the reversing 
link and tbrottle valve together, and work both by means of one Iever.* 
When this lever is in the middle position the throttle valve is entirely shut. 
Pushing over the lever to its fullest extent in either direction throws the 
throttle valve wide open, and gives the la.test cut-off, which ensures the most 
rapid possible starting and acceleration of the engine; when the speed of 
the engine rea.ches the desired point the man pulls the lever back, thus 
reducing the cut-off, but admits the full boiler pressute, the cut-off being 
effected earlier as the man brings the lever in, until a point is reached when 
it is necessary that the throttle valve also should coro.menee to close to slow 
down the engine preparatory to reversing. 

A somewhat similar arrangement is fitted by Messrs. Ehrhardt & Sehmer 
to their reversing engines. 

By a recent contrivance of Messrs. Galloways the driver is compelled to 
use his steam in the most economical possible manner-that is, with full 
boiler pressure, but cut off early in the stroke-while the mili is working: 
When the reversing lever is in the middle position the throttle valve is held 
down on its seat, but when the driver moves this lever into a position 
approaching its extreme travel in either direction, the throttle valve is 
slightly raised, and the engine turns slow ly and steadily with steam of 
reduced pressure, cut off late in the stroke so long as the mili is running 
empty. Immediately the piece enters between the rolla, the driver pushes 
the reversing lever hard over, which throws the throttle valve wide open, 
and the engine jumps to full speed exerting its maximum power. The 
speed is controlled by the driver drawing back the reversing lever, so 

* English Patent No. 25,033, 1905. 
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cutting off the steam as early in the stroke as may be ~e?e~ary for that 
b t the throttle vaive remain.s wide open until 1t 1s released by 

¡~;!:-r b~g brought again into the central position at the end of the run. 
Engine Details.-There are such_ a number. of excellent books pub

lished on the construction of steam engmes, .to w~ch the stu~ent may refer, 
that it is needless to write at length on thIS pomt. Suffice 1t to say that, 
speaking generally, in England piston valves are usually preferred on account 
of their simplicity on the Continent double-beat drop valve_s are most 
common while in' America the Corliss engine is the favour1te, but for 
reversing engines the piston valve is almost uni':ersally efil:ployed a.11 over 
the world. In ali three instances the common shde valve IS usually fitted 
on the smallcr engines. . . 

For encrines running only in one direction a single crank 18 most common, 
but for engines intended to reverse and run in either dircction, at least. ~wo 
cdinders coupled to cranks set at right a.ngles to ~ch other a.re _r~qms1te, 
as a single engine is lía.ble to stop with the crank m such a pos1t1on that 
the engine cannot be started again without ~eing first barred round off the 
" dead centre," involving a serious waste of time. 
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CHAPTER XXXI. 

THE SUPPLY OF POWER-(Oontinued). 

(8) Gas Engines. 

Natural Gas.-In sorne parts of the United States, and near the Caspia.u, 
gas issues from the ground at pressures occasionally as high as 700 lbs. on 
the square inch. Analyses of this gas have been given on p. 139, vol. I., of 
this work. It is an exceedingly rich gas, showing a heating value of 600 to 
1,000 B.T.U. per cubic foot, clean and free from sulphur, giving a beautiful 
clear hcat in a furnace, and suitable for use in gas engines. Those interested 
in the subject of natural gas will find a paper dealing with it, by Mr. Andrew 
Carnegie, in the Iran and Steel Tnstitute Journal, vol. i., 1885, pp. 168-175. 

Blast-Furnace Gas.-The blast furnace is a gas producer on a vast 
sea.le. For every ton of iron made in it, it discharges from 110,000 to 180,000 
cubic feet of combustible gas, the average being about 130,000 cubic feet. 
The potential heat contained in this gas representa not less than one-half 
of all the heat obtainable from the coke. This vast supply of potential 
power and heat was allowed to go absolutely to waste until Budd, of Ystaly
fera, in South \Vales, in 1845, patented its use for heating stoves and boilers. 

Blast-furnace gas has usually a composition by volume lying between the 
following limita :-

Carbonic oxide, • , 25 to 32 per cent. 
Hydrogen, marsh gas, &c., 2 to 5 
Carbonic acid, • S t-0 12 
~itrogen, , 54 to 60 ,, 

lts calorific value is from 85 to 125 B.T.U. per cubic foot-usually about 
90 to 110 B.T.U. 

As a rule, nearly one-half of the gas is now employed to heat the hot 
blast stoves, and, where steam blowing engines are employed, the balance is 
consumed in heating the boilers required to drive them ; any surplus remaining 
after this passes to waste, or is utilised for some small subsidiary purpose. 

But when the gas, instead of being used to drive steam engines by means 
of boilers interposed between the furnace and the engine, is used directly 
in a gas engine, the same amount of work can be accomplished with the 
expenditure of much less gas, and a considerable margin is then available 
for providing power for the steel works. 

The volume of gas roa.de is nearly one-third greater than that of the air 
driven in by the blowing engines. The quantity, therefore, is remarkably 
regular, as also is the quality, providing the furnaces are working regularly, 
and storage holders are consequently unnecessary. 

Cleaning Blast-Furnace Gas.-The mechanical pressure of the blast 
drives off with the gas as it leaves the throat of the furnace, numerous par
ticies of coke, ore, lime, &c. The coarse pieces are deposited in a dust 
catcher provided for that purpose, consisting of a tall cylindrical casing 
with fl conical bottom closed by a door. The casing is two or three timea 


